The salient features of X-80, a European X-ray Astrophysics Mission, and a car4idate for selection as the next satellite in the European Space Agency's scientific prograitma, is described.
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Through UHUPJJ, Ariel V and }~AO-l, X-ray astronany has been established as one of the nost exciting and productive branches of astrophysics. Outstanding results have been recently obtained at longer wavelengths with the telescope of the Einstein observatory and the European mission DCOSAT, to be undertaken in 1982 through 1984, is expected to make an extensive contribition in enlarging the scope of the subject.
Ouly a limited number of n~3itnnand high resolution spectroscopic observations up to -4 key could be carried out with Einstein. E~CSAT with its imaging telescopes will undertake medium and high resolution spectrosco~up to 2 key, and with its medium energy experiment and gas scintillator experiment, medium resolution spectroscopy up to 35 key. However, a large prograirme of~rk on the detailed study of spectra and variability of X-ray sources (> liiJy) can now be identified for a successor of the Einstein and EXOSAT observatories using new, sensitive instrun~ntation but which does not require the power and cost of large imaging telescopes.
X-rays are generated in high te~çerature (T > io6 K) plassas or by the interactions of highly energetic charged particles with magnetic fields or photons and are, in general, associated with sources and situations in the Universe which involve large concentrations of energy or where large energy releases are taking place.
High resolution spectroscopy in the energy range 0.5-10 key permits the study of the physics of energetic coronal and photoionised piasnas which are known to be present in many X-ray sources both inside and outside our galaxy. Measurenents of Enission line intensities in these plasnas will allow estimates of gas tenperature, density and ionisation state, elEnantal ahundance and gas velocity to be made for objects such as supernova r~trmnts, binary sources and clusters of galaxies.
Variability on all measured timescales is an alnost universal characteristic of both galactic and extragalactic sources, and study of which is a valuable tool for the investigation of their nature and enission processes. It ranges fran the sub-millisecond quasi-periodic bursts exemplified by Cygnus X-1 to the single outbirsts of bright galactic transient sources occupying many nonths, and possibly never recurring. In bet~~een there is a wide variety of behaviour, periodic and aperiodic at all timescales and intensities.
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for the study of the magnetic fields of neutron stars. Many of the X-ray sources associated with active galaxies exhibit very hard spectra which suggests that ntich of the X-ray luminosity may be found in the energy range above 15 key. SCI~PIFIC PP.Yl.OPD
The scientific aims of the mission require a canbination of narrow field-of-view (FOV) instruments and wide-field instru~ents. The former allow the detailed study of spectral and tønçoral behaviour of selected, kr~~n sources, while the latter enable long term nonitoring of galactic and extragalactic sources, as well as the positioning and t~np.ral and spectral study of high latitude transients and bursters. The principal characteristics of the nodel payload and its variants studied in the ESA phase A study are given in Table 1 . The instrument catiplatent includes four Bragg Crystal Spectraneters (BCS) and a Phoswich detector, together with either a Large Area Proportional Counter (LAPC) or a Kirkpatrick-Baez Concentrator (K-BC) or a Coded Mask Gas Scintillation Camera (C!I3SC) as the narrow field instrtznents and four wide field-ofview Dicke or Transform Cameras (WFC). A snall Ganina Ray Burst~bnitor (GBM) is also included. The Bragg spectraneter offers goal spectral resolution in four narrow energy bands centered on the strongest X-ray lines enitted by highly ionised atans of the nost abundant species (oxygen, silicon, sulphur and iron), over a wide range of plasna tanperatures fran -106K to above 108K. Spatially resolved spectral maps of extended sources can be produced with a resolution of a few minutes of arc.
The LAPC array has a large collecting area and, hence, capability for sub-millisecond timing on the bright galactic sources. The instr~inent has a low background and a narrow field-of-view, and can, therefore, study spectra and variability in faint extragalactic sources down to its confusion limit of 0.3 millicrabs on tiinescales of seconds to days. With its noderate energy resolution 1.2-20 keV, it carplesents the Bragg instnn~nt and~uld provide continuum measurements over this range.
Advances in the develorxnent of light-weight technologies for minor manufacturing and the develorment of imaging gas scintillator cameras have lead to the study of the Kirkpatrick-Baez Concentrator and the Coded Mask Gas Scintillation Camera as alternatives to the LAE~in the X-80 context. Since both instrunents have imaging capability they can be used for spectral napping. Their source confusion limits~uld be a factor of 5 lower than the LPPC. Since gas scintillation proportional counters are used in both instruments, the spectral resolution obtainable~uld be a factor of 2 to 3 better than the LAPC. Their lower area of course limits their capability for millisecond timing.
The WFCs will be able to image the X-ray sky with an accuracy of a few arc minutes fran 2 to 20 key in order to detect, locate and measure X-ray transient events. They will provide a very efficient means of nonitoring, on a regular basis, all bright X-ray sources on timescales of days to years. Coordinated observations between X-80 and ground observatories and indeed the Space Telescope sheuld prove particularly fruitful. The WFCs can provide an alert to ground or other space facilities for transient-type~phenanena.
The Ploswich will extend the range of the spectral and timing studies while the GBM, with its wide field of view, is intended to be capable of locating to a precision of about 10 arc minutes SPACBCRAF~AND MISSI(~1PARPIMETERS The mission can be readily undertaken on a free-flying satellite with n~est performance requir~nents on 3-axis attitude control (-5 arc mm), attitude measur~ent (-1 arc mm), average data rate (-40 kbps), ix~er (-350 W) and mass C-1 tonne). The spacecraft would be launched by Ariane into a 600 km circular equatorial orbit, the best that can be envisaged fran the background point of view, and operated for a rnininun of 3 years. The spacecraft configuration is such that the Sun pointing face of the fixed solar array can be offset by up to 30°fran the Sun vector yet still be provided with adequate power. The spacecraft is free to roll a~ut the solar vector so that the co-aligned, narrow-field-instruments, viewing perpendicular to the solar array normal, can view anywhere within a band on the sky, which is 60°wide by 360°. The viewing band rotates around the sky with the Earth's notion and the whole celestial sphere is accessible within a six nonth season. Thus, any source can be observed by the narrow field instrunents for up to 2 nonths at a time, every half year, and observing is then only interrupted by Earth occultation. The optical axes of the Wide Field Cameras are perpendicular to those of the narrow field instr~xnents. The fields-of-view of the WFCs are -60°wide and the four cameras are arranged such that with a roll about the solar vector and the use of the 30°offset capability, a set of nine attitude menoeuvres is sufficient to allow an all-sky survey to be undertaken, excluding a cone of 300 half-angle centred on the Sun
The power of the X-80 instri.rentation nay be judged fran the short sequence of diagrams. Figure 1 indicates the minixtum detectable iron line strength (5 sigma) with the BCS, the K-BC and the CXSC. Figure 2 indicates the minizlun detectable source strength for the LAPC, WFC and COS3SC as a function of integration time.
:1 _ Figure 4 shows a simulation of the residual enission line spectrum of CAS-A as observed with the K-BC. The sensitivity of the ç4C to intensity changes is illustrated in Figure 5 . Figure  6 shows the sensitivity of the Phoswich detector. Mininun detectable source strength to changes in source intensity for a bright as a function of energy for a 5 x~second source (i0~ntillicrab) in the galactic centre observation with the Phoswich detector. The region and a faint sai.rce (1 millicrab) at sensitivity with respect to the Crab arid high galactic latitudes.~X 4151 is indicated. Table II indicates in a qualitative manner the relevance of the proposed instruments to the different source types listed. Generally speaking targets will be examined by the narrow field inetnuents for lO~-l0seconds. Cn the other hand the minisrun observation tine will be of the order l0~seconds, since the spacecraft will not adopt nore than one pointing attitude per orbit. A caplete sky survey to the i~.iJy level with the WFCs will require sane 3~1ays. Table III outlines an observing prograinne for a three year mission. It should be tome in mind that sixnultan~s observations are possible, on different fields, with the narrow-and wide-field instruments. Given selection of the mission early in 1983, the satellite could be launched in 1987, and operated to at least 1990. While it is anticipated that the instruments would be of the principal investigator type, it is intended that a significant guest observer prograrme would be rnplenented.
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